Timer
1:29 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Fast Track
Keep the exterior of the timer unit free of grease and debris by using a damp cloth with hot water and mild soap. Clean
face and sides. For the 2000 series, use a mild glass cleaner to clean the built in screen area. For the buttons, use a
mixture of alcohol and water to remove finger prints and grease.
For internal cleaning, remove the case cover and use computer related canned air to spray out dust particles. Use a
cloth to remove any built up grease on the interior panels.
DO NOT ALLOW ANY WATER OR MOISTURE INSIDE ANY PART OF THE MAIN
CONSOLE OR REMOTE DISPLAYS.
Adjust for daylight savings time (or manually adjust timer time):
Daylight Savings (Time Changes or Changing Time and Date)
Main Menu - Set Parameters - Enter (Enter Access Code)
Time and Store Hours. At Top of screen us +/- key to change arrow over to other params to change day, date, down 1
for year.
+/- Keys change values.
Arrow keys - move in 4 directions.
Tech codes to access params 000000
unless store personnel has
changed/added a personal code.
Then tech code will be needed
When clearing a paper jam or changing paper in the thermal printer, never use any device such as scissors, screwdriver,
pointed objects, etc.
Never pull paper out backwards, this damages the roller bar and disrupts the gears from their normal advancing motion
of the paper. (instructions provided in user guide)
Never install or service the main console or remote display with AC power applied. Always unplug the power transformer to disengage the power before starting installation or service.
Make sure the main console is placed in a useful location. Phase Research suggests that the main console be placed
in the manager’s office. This makes it harder for employees to tamper with settings and allows the manager to observe
operations while in the office.
If the paper advances, but does not print, you have inserted the wrong type of paper. Remove the paper and order/
install the correct size and type.
When printing reports, if the printer is not printing all reports requested, you will need to re-set your printer options.
If the remote display is blank, reset the cable. Wait for the remote to stop counting down and press main menu twice.
If the remote is beeping continuously, check your target options and reset if necessary.
To reset the remote, unplug the cable from top of remote and plug back in.
Wait for remote to stop counting down and press main menu twice.
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